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ABSTRACT

Digital transformation affects almost all areas of society and business and is of increasing interest to academics and industry practitioners. New digital technology is expected to enable manufacturing companies to capture competitive and productivity advantages compared to conventional methods. Aggregated information based on production process data represent a new production factor to generate innovative forms of digital value generation. Paradoxically, the implementation of digitalised production in manufacturing companies remains at unexpected low levels as companies' investment decisions often vote against digitalisation due to uncertainty in judging novel forms of criteria related to digital value. Digital transformation constates a new set of latent structure and relationships to generate, capture and monetise value. A holistic view on heterogenous research disciplines related with digital transformation of production is proposed in this short communication. This research presents a new paradigm which takes the moderation function of value propositions, value architectures and value capture to evaluate projects relative to digitalised manufacturing.
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1 Introduction

The importance of digitalisation for strategic considerations increased significantly since the term “Industrie 4.0” was introduced to public back in 2011 (Kagermann et al. 2011). Wide ranging economic and productivity effects has been predicted by consultants, PwC for example estimated additional revenues of 110 billion € and productivity gains of up to 18 % in their study from 2014 (Geissbauer et al. 2014, p. 10f).

In contrast, the research of Staufen.AG (2019, p. 10) shows 9 % of manufacturing companies within the high technology segment like automotive and electronics did use digitalisation technology operative in the fashion of Industrie 4.0 in 2018. The same survey shows a share of 41 % did not pay attention to operative use so far.

Digitalisation is widely discussed in society and the media; however, business strategies and manufacturing infrastructure appear to stay with traditional “analogue” paradigms. Research in the field of digitalised production is primarily concerned with technology aspects (Dorst 2015; Imtiaz and Jasperneite 2013). The criteria to evaluate investments and long-term impacts are usually not ‘subjects of discussion’ within research related to digitalisation /Industrie 4.0 (Veile et al. 2019). Complexity and uncertainty of digital investments compared to traditional analogue investments appear to be the cause for the hesitation to use strategic value generation from digitalised production. To ground a new view on the benefits available from digitalised production, a mixed methods research delivers insight into how value is moderating within the complex process of digital transformation. Section 2 describes the basics related to the research approach. In section 3 the applied research methodology is explained. Section 4 introduces the new value-based paradigm and the related evaluation model and tools. Section 5 concludes and proposes the adoption of a value centric view towards digital transformation of production.
2 Considerations of digitalised production

In this section the theoretical underpinnings that relate with the digital transformation of manufacturing is outlined and discussed.

2.1 Definition

Shop floor data and information originating from machines, production systems and their respective sensors and control devices, are the basis for digitalised value creation in relation to industrial production. Horizontal data integration is based on sufficiently available data from the vertical data integration of discrete manufacturing steps within a production system. The consistent availability of the horizontal data stream based on vertical data in production build the technical requirements for Industrie 4.0 in manufacturing (Dorst 2015, p. 26). The capture of value from data originated within vertical integration is of essential interest and can be assessed economically as a new production factor beside resources, labour, and capital (Maier and Weber 2013, p. 9).

2.2 Heterogenous theoretical base

Literature sources do not cover the aspects of digital transformation as a holistic research field. Four major research disciplines form the state-or-the-art of available sources to deliver the necessary theoretical foundation of this research. Publications related with digitalisation initiatives such as Industrie 4.0 (Kagermann et al. 2011), IVI (Industrial Value Chain Initiative 2018) or IIC (Lin et al. 2017) are concept-oriented and focus on required technology. Technology centric publications take advantage of new development trends such as OPC-UA (OPC Specification), MQTT, big data or artificial intelligence as the core of research (Palm et al. 2014; Sauer 2014; Henssen and Schleipen 2014). Business models are examined from the perspective of corporate strategy and their specific domain, for example e-commerce or information technology. Business model research considers business issues with external partners, like B2B, B2C and the aspects related to the "office floor" (Osterwalder 2004; Rese et al. 2013; Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002). In the same fashion, the work resulting from research focus on manufacturing, is dedicated to investigative tools for continuous productivity increase on the “shop floor” (Ylipää et al. 2017; Schmenner 2015; Gibbons and Burgess 2010).

2.3 Productivity, OEE and data value

Productivity characterises the ability to achieve a continuous improvement of yield within given investment limitations (Schmenner 2015, p. 341). In the 20th century, improvements of productivity were determined by optimised mass production and subsequently were complemented by flexible production concepts such as Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) or Total Productive Management (TPM) (Hopp and Spearman 2004, p. 134). The implementation of these concepts is reflected in manufacturing optimisation methods such as Six Sigma, Lean Manufacturing, Total Equipment Effectiveness Performance, Production Equipment Effectiveness and many more. Muchiri and Pintelon (2008, p. 3533) argue that all these approaches in principle measure by using the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) methodology. OEE describes the ratio between the theoretical maximum production capacity and the actual realised result. Ylipää et al. (2017, p. 131f) state in their study that a sample of 94 OEE data sets from industrial production results in an average OEE of 51.5%. Based on this score, the study shows that the industry has the potential to almost double productivity using the existing manufacturing infrastructure in pursuit of the remaining 48.5% OEE.

Parallel to the physical value chain, information technology shows the monetary value of data and aggregated information to realise measurable effects (Iansiti and Lakhani 2014). A value chain of data economy has been defined by Maier and Weber (2013, p. 15) through determination of data related monetary value based on their level of aggregation. This value chain mandates the necessity to provide technological infrastructure to utilise data as the fourth production factor.
2.4 Value mechanism of business models

The concept of the business model has found its way into the vocabulary of scholars during the so-called dotcom boom. Zott et al. (2011, p. 1023) show a consistent increase in publications between 1995 and 2009, that continues to date with 458 listed articles in EBSCOhost in 2019. Business models are interpreted differently in literature and are placed in different contexts towards customer benefit and corporate strategy (Zott et al. 2011, p. 1035). Over time, the value perception of business models changes due to the influence of available technology as visualised in Figure 1. So far there is literature exploring the first three categories, their mechanisms and structure. Models for the application of digitalisation have so far hardly been published as this dynamic or phenomenon is still in its infancy. The moderation of value has been impressively researched by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom and show the connection between technology and business models. They define the business model as a "mediating construct between technology and economic value" (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002, p. 532). Al-Debei and Avison (2010) created a comprehensive framework for business models in information technology to explain how business strategy and operational processes need to be intersected with business model elements.

![Figure 1: Evolution of business model and technology (Author's illustration)](image)

The theory and scope of business models are heterogenous, however the central interest of value generation is common within the scholars analysed (Osterwalder 2004; Rese et al. 2013; Al-Debei and Avison 2010). In conclusion, business model research defines processes and interaction of related elements which focus on value proposition, value capture, value network and value architecture that are to be applied within digitalised manufacturing infrastructure.

2.5 Digital gap

Technological innovation has caused paradoxical situations already in the past. In the 1980's enterprises and the society entered the era of computerisation. Robert Solow stated in 1987 “You can see the computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics” (Solow 1987). Since Solow’s productivity paradox, we experienced the materialisation of values from computer usage and how additional benefits being generated with latency over time. Obermaier and Schweikl (2019, p. 540ff) researched the relevance of the Solow paradox in relation with manufacturing in an Industrie 4.0 environment. They demonstrated that several phenomena of the “fourth industrial revolution” appear to follow the same pattern as observed in the “computer revolution”. The paradox of digitalised business has been summarised by Al-Debei and Avison (2010, p. 369) as a digital gap emerging from higher complexity and new levels of uncertainty. This does bias traditional business decisions towards a digital driven paradigm. Al-Debei and Avison propose to...
overcome such a digital gap using business models as a conceptual tool of “alignment” to bridge between corporate strategy and business processes (Al-Debei and Avison 2010, p. 371). Figure 2 explains how value elements are considered to intersect with the digital business strategy and the necessary digital business processes. The business model is understood as a “mediating construct between technology and economic value” (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 2002, p. 532), therefore their value-oriented construction elements offer the way to reduce and bridge the identified digital gap to manage the paradoxical situation that complicates the use of digitalised technology in manufacturing.

Figure 2: Value elements moderate the digital gap between strategy and operational process (Dold 2020, p.36)

2.6 Summary

The theoretical aspects related to digitalised production can only be covered with a wide range and combination of scientific disciplines. The central concern of manufacturing focus on productivity improvement based on OEE related indicators. Digital transformation adds complexity through novel interactions that generate added value by usage of digital technology and data. Analogue to recent technological transformations a paradoxical situation emerges from the underlaying uncertainties and initially insufficient digital maturity. Research related to the moderation of value within business models offer a promising solution to bridge the digital gap representing this situation. Based on this theoretical framework it is possible to define and perform a mixed method research delivering the insights to propose a new value-based paradigm.

3 Research Methodology

The incompatible focus of each research discipline does complicate a holistic research within the scope of digital transformation. The need to methodically combine the various aspects of research form a significant entry barrier to explore the process of digital transformation in manufacturing. Techno-economic interaction between digital transformation and conventional investment considerations must both be researched. A mixed-methods design is conducted to clarify to what extent decisions towards digital data integration in production are moderated by the utilisation of value elements originated from business model research.

Döring and Bortz (2016, p. 73) recommend the suitability of mixed methods, especially in application research, but critically point out possible scientific policy concerns. The advantages of a well-considered combination of methods to interface scientific disciplines in particular show many advantages. Javalgi et al. (2013, p. 164) demonstrate this by assessing research methods according to their suitability for theory development and theory testing instead the usual assessment following genuine research paradigms. Qualitative methods do develop the theoretical model and quantitative research confirms and explores the
empirical representation in the research. The qualitative study uses grounded theory (Charmaz 2014; Strauss and Corbin 2010) to determine relevant phenomena and their observable theoretical relationships. The quantitative evaluation is based on multivariate analysis methods including the structural equation model approach (Backhaus et al. 2016). The quantitative part of the mixed methods design tests the determinants originated from the grounded theory and allow further exploration and refinement of the results. Figure 3 compiles all steps within the chosen research design.

The research design is rich in applied methods and allow to triangulate research from different scientific disciplines. To achieve this combination, it is required to tolerate a pragmatic adoption of research paradigms. Researchers strictly following either quantitative or qualitative paradigms may argue this as weakness of the design on the one hand. For the given cross-disciplinary research questions on the other hand the application of various methods delivers deep insights and results outlined in the following section.

4 Value based paradigm for digitalised production

The path to capture the benefits offered by digitalised transformation in manufacturing is disturbed by its high complexity and associated new uncertainties (Magruk 2016). Traditional judgement criteria and investment metrics based on direct return on invest mark practical roadblocks to pursue digital innovation. The moderation function of value elements introduced in Section 2, mandates for a new value-based paradigm to evaluate and measure investments related to digitalised value generation. This section describes the applied mixed-methods research to understand how digital value generation is moderated. It summarises the results by explaining the grounded relations and relevant determinants. Finally, the innovative value-based toolset is proposed to support the new paradigm in company’s practice.

4.1 Determinants and relations

The results of the mixed-methods study deliver wide ranging clarification. The qualitative grounded theory confirms the integrative function of value elements. Figure 4 visualises the Grounded-Theory-Model and demonstrates the role of value networks and value proposition as conditions to form the latent core category “associated balance”. The value capture function is essential to determine the interaction resulting from the combination of the associated balance and the specific context (Dold 2020, p. 153f).
Figure 4: Grounded-Theory-Model (Dold 2020, p. 136)

Throughout the subsequent quantitative study, the moderating effects of value elements are confirmed and underline their moderation role within a value centric paradigm. The final model shows two latent exogenous constructs, digital maturity, and competitive situation. Two further latent endogenous constructs represent activities towards technology transformation and organisational transformation. These four latent constructs are measured by corresponding manifest variables as visualised in Figure 5. The value elements do bridge between the governing construct “digital maturity” and the corresponding transforming activities that determine investments towards technology and organisation. The definition of value proposition combined with the establishment of sustainable networks leads to the latent digital maturity level. The value creation function represents the significant moderating factor between digital maturity and the organisational respective the technological transformation alike. Considerations centred on value proposition, value networks and value creation support this new paradigm of decision taking towards the digitalised manufacturing technology as well the transformation of the related organisation.

Figure 5: Alternative quantitative transformation model (Author’s illustration)
4.2 The value based toolset

A value-based paradigm must be supported by tools based on transferred research results. The qualitative results deliver the building blocks to construct four guiding tools to assess and lead practitioners in the process of their digital projects. Figure 6 outlines the four tools within the toolbox. The Associated-Balance-Check helps the operational team to judge their current capability to manage risks and deliver value from digital activities. The Context-Compass investigates the identified collateral elements and classifies the related context the project respectively the company does operate. This Context-Compass further considers how resources are available, data usage is applied, digital culture is pursued, and how far a digital business model exists. The Impact-Guide combines the results of the primary tools and utilises a comparison between the “as-is” situation and the desired “to-be” scenario by involving middle management stakeholders. To conclude the toolbox, the Investment-Validator connects senior management expectation and the previous evaluated patterns. The related gap analyse delivers recommendations to define corrective measures as well structure the digital value architecture for a successful value capture mechanism.

Figure 6: The Digital-Transformation-Toolbox (Author’s illustration)

Further to the sequential nature of the Digital-Transformation-Toolbox, the quantitative study delivers a relational and holistic understanding on the moderation of value. Osterwalder and Pigneur created a manual to perform business model innovation. The core of this manual can be seen in the so-called “Business Model Canvas” (Osterwalder and Pigneure 2010, p. 12ff), summarising all the necessary building blocks for the development of business models in a clear structure. The Business Model Canvas is widespread used due to numerous scientific papers and is increasingly applied in companies to structure their strategy development processes. The practical workflow to structure digital transformation is similar in nature to the workflow of business model design. In addition, the central role of value is common for both approaches. As shown in figure 7, determinants of digital transformation can be clearly visualised in form of a canvas, taking the value capture as central element. The usage of a Digital-Transformation-Canvas offers powerful assistance for practical management of advanced digital transformation projects.
4.3 Summary

The mixed-methods study delivers qualified results to identify interrelations between the complex set of determinants within the digital transformation of production. It can be constated, that the aggregated level of digital maturity is the key factor to influence decisions towards actions and investments into digitalised infrastructure. The practical situation of companies based on the given digital maturity will recommend the suitability of the available tools. For pragmatic use of the value-based paradigm the sequential process toolbox based on the underlying grounded-theory-model can be easily applied. In considerations following a conceptional and holistic process, the Digital-Transformation-Canvas offers a method to apply the transferred results grounded on empirical research. Transfer of results in the described value-based tools promises benefits for the practical usage. At the same time implications need to be considered as complexity remains a barrier. The concept of value constructs and related value creation process requires a critical review of proven thought processes. Missing to embrace the value centric nature of the proposed tools may deliver insufficient practical results.

5 Conclusion

The digital transformation of conventional production promises a new dimension of digital value generation. Innovative digitalised technology carries potential to really revolutionise existing manufacturing paradigms with new magnitudes of productivity improvement, quality, resilience, and flexibility. Likewise, to the experience made with the Solow paradox on computerisation, openness to adjust traditional processes and structures are important pre-conditions to benefit from digitalised technology in manufacturing. The research addresses the problem to combine existing state-of-the-art scientific disciplines that influence the judgement of digitalised investments but do not show methodical compatibility. The sophisticated mixed-methods research design delivered insights on the structural interrelations of digital value generation in manufacturing. It surfaces the latent constructs within the system of variables to understand the moderating function of value-based elements. The most important finding is composed by the importance of generation and capturing of digital value. Consequently, a value-based paradigm to evaluate and pursue digital transformation has been developed and transferred into relevant practical tools. The Digital-Transformation-Toolbox offers a process-oriented guidance to increase the
digital maturity and reduce the usual uncertainties especially at the beginning of the digital transformation journey. The holistic and conceptual Digital-Transformation-Canvas offers practitioners with advanced digital maturity level a full value centric guidance. Beside the direct benefits from these findings and applied tools, the value-based paradigm nurtures an in depth understanding of the value creation mechanisms within the digital transformation. The further the digital maturity rises, the further value capture opportunities will be identified and monetised. Digitization is not an end in itself; digitization is the means to create new digital value, sustained by the value-based paradigm.
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